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Abstract—Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) was used to test a hypothesized model explaining Malaysian hypermarket customers’ perceptions of brand trust (BT), customer perceived value (CPV) and perceived service quality (PSQ) on building their brand loyalty (CBL) and generating positive word-of-mouth communication (WOM). Self-administered questionnaires were used to collect data from 374 Malaysian hypermarket customers from Mydin, Tesco, Aeon Big and Giant in Kuala Lumpur, a metropolitan city of Malaysia. The data strongly supported the model exhibiting that BT, CPV and PSQ are prerequisite factors in building customer brand loyalty, while PSQ has the strongest effect on prediction of customer brand loyalty compared to other factors. Besides, the present study suggests the effect of the aforementioned factors via customer brand loyalty strongly contributes to generate positive word of mouth communication.
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I. INTRODUCTION

CUSTOMERS can simply make assumptions about the quality of a brand based on the information obtained via mates, families, or work partners [1]. Word-of-mouth communication (WOM) as one of the earliest form of marketing communication [2] is regarded as an indicator of judgment and selection a new product or service [3]-[7], as well as the most effective method of advertisement [8] and selling unknown products [9]. WOMC is described as a positive or negative oral communication among people recommending products [2]. Odin, Odin [1] defined WOMC as “informal communication directed at other consumers about the ownership, usage or characteristics of particular goods/services/store” (p.261).

Indeed, marketing research on WOMC, as stated by [10], is scarce due to the product provider’s inability to control this phenomenon. Unlike commercial advertisements which sometimes fail to create trust among customers, word-of-mouth communication among trustworthy friends or relatives is able to create trust and eventually influence customers’ purchase decisions more than other sources of information [11], [12]. One simple yet difficult question which needs to be answered in retailing business is how WOMC can be generated in order to attract and retain customers. To do so, one of the important factors which can facilitates the process of positive WOMC is customer brand loyalty development, which can help the retailers to improve their long-term profitability in a very viable retailing situation. Numerous studies have been conducted on WOMC as an outcome of customer brand loyalty, but still the antecedents of customer brand loyalty in Malaysian’s hypermarket industry which can contribute to positive evaluation of customers towards the brand and positive WOMC have been underestimated. To address this issue, by adapting a theoretical framework from Mean-end theory, the present study attempts to examine whether customer perceived service quality, perceived value, brand trust can be considered as antecedents of CBL in Malaysian hypermarket context and also investigates whether customer brand loyalty can effect positive word of mouth communication. The study will further suggest appropriate management strategies that can assist retailers to understand the important role of customer brand loyalty in generation positive word of mouth communication. Besides, the findings of current study provide reference material for future researchers of hypermarkets in Malaysia which is very limited.

II. MEANS-END-THEORY AND BRAND LOYALTY

As a theory of consumer behavior, means end theory, has been applied to explain the concepts of customer brand loyalty. This theory emphasizes how personal values influence individual behavior. Reference [2] defined personal value as a centrally held, enduring belief which guides the actions and decision making [3]-[5]. Individual personal values such as reasonable price, and satisfactory level of service, in particular hypermarket, eventually leads customer to perceive satisfaction and positive perceive value as well as happiness [2]. Perceived value is defined as an overall assessment of customer with regards to product utility depending on the perceptions of what is received and given [4], [2] suggest that perceived value can positively affect customer loyalty. It is observed that the cognitive part of the brand which is naturally tangible can be assessed by the customers before emotional attachment of a brand by human personality can be explained. As a theory of consumer behavior, means end theory, has been applied to explain the concepts of customer brand loyalty. This theory emphasizes how personal values influence individual behavior. Reference [2] defined personal value as a centrally held, enduring belief which guides the actions and decision making [3]-[5]. Individual personal values such as reasonable price, and satisfactory level of service, in particular hypermarket, eventually leads customer to perceive satisfaction and positive perceive value as well as happiness [2]. Perceived value is defined as an overall assessment of customer with regards to product utility depending on the perceptions of what is received and given [4], [2] suggest that perceived value can positively affect customer loyalty. It is observed that the cognitive part of the brand which is naturally tangible can be assessed by the customers before emotional brand attachment [6], [7]. Consequently, cognitive part of the...
brand is tends to be evaluated by customer which is usually happening before they can engage with the brand emotionally [6]. Accordingly hypermarket’s brand encompasses the level of means- end hierarchy as possessing: a) the level of physical and sensory attributes where the brand sign, trust, service quality and product quality can be acknowledged, b) the stages of direct functional implication of these traits focusing on their advantages and disadvantages, c) the level of symbolic values or meaning, where feeling of attraction, expressive values, terminal values and social values are connected [7].

**Brand Loyalty**

There are three standpoints to view the concept of brand loyalty namely attitudinal, behavioral and composite loyalty. Embracing specified preferences, promise, or purchase targets of the consumer is often regarded as attitudinal loyalty, thus researchers holding this standpoint emphasize on the psychological component of brand loyalty [8]. On the contrary, behavioral researchers assume that recurrence of transactions exemplify the brand loyalty of a consumer [9]. Additionally, there is a more realistic picture provided by behavioral approach on how well brand is performing compared to its competitors. [9] stated that the disability to differentiate between true and spurious loyalty is the reason for disapproval of behavioral measures as the sole indicator of loyalty [1]. Although attitudinal loyalty consideration assists the examiner to differentiate brand loyalty from frequent purchase, it does not focus on actual purchase, instead focuses on consumer testimonies and that is why it may not be a precise exemplification of reality [1]. In other words, genuine purchase behavior may not be guaranteed by an optimistic manner toward a brand. On the other hand, loyalty is regarded as a subjective behavioral purchase exercise due to the emergence of a psychological process [10]. Reference [9] strongly recommended the composite approach where the assessment of a consumer’s loyalty to a specific branding necessitates synchronized reflection of purchase behavior and attitudes. Past studies on brand loyalty have acknowledged the composite view (e.g., [11], [12]).

The contribution of perceived value, brand trust and consumer perceived service quality in building brand loyalty have been well-documented by scholars [9]. Evaluative judgment is viewed in accordance to the customer’s real service experience, perceived value, service quality and hypermarket attributes [13] and evaluating service variables [14], [15] while brand trust is recognized as a variable of relation [16], arguing that in this process consumer experience with the brand as the main factor leads to the attribution of a trust image to the brand [9], [17]. Therefore, the service transaction greatly influences the consumer assessment of these elements, while the service experience and customer brand loyalty will influence positive WOMC in a hypermarket context. On the other hand, previous studies propose that the vibrant relationships between the brand and a consumer is contributed by several factors of psychology such as brand trust [18].

**A. The Effect of Customer Perceived Service Quality on Brand Loyalty**

Perception of customer about service quality will represent the customer’s experience and assessment about a product’s entire dominance [4]; therefore, the quality of service perceived by customer would determine the extent of a customer’s loyalty towards a brand or product [19]. The relationship can be enlightened by the Model of the Behavioral Consequences of Service Quality [5] averring that high evaluation of service quality would more likely affect customers’ satisfactory behavioral goals, such as loyalty. This effect would arise as the result of enriched service quality which assist customers promote a satisfaction attitude toward a service supplier; accordingly it can potentially develop loyalty among brand customers[9], [20]. On the basis of what we have discussed so far, the proposed hypothesis is as follows:

H1. There is a positive association between service quality and customer brand loyalty.

**B. The Effect of Customer Perceived Value on Customer Brand Loyalty**

The effectiveness of an image of brand, a product, and a store depends on customer’s general evaluation of what they have received and what they have given embracing the concept of perceived value [4]. An excellent customer goal, value can potentially control customer actions targeting behavioral loyalty [16]. Customer perceived value is found to affect purchase intention, commitment and customer brand loyalty [16], [21]. For this reason, we also propose that:

H2. There is a positive association between customer perceived value and customer brand loyalty.

**C. The Effect of Brand Trust on Customer Brand Loyalty**

Reference [22] defined brand trust as “The confident expectations about the brand’s reliability and intentions in situations entailing risk to the consumer” (p.586). By creating network relationships, brand commitment and loyalty are explained through brand trust [23]. Governed by loyalty, a vital association and worthy value shaped by trust is sustained and supported [24]. Trust is an important antecedent of customer brand loyalty [19], [25], [23]. In other words, loyalty can be developed based on the significant relationship created by trust [24]. With regard to this, following hypothesis has been developed:

H3. There is a positive association between Brand Trust and customer brand loyalty.

**D. The Effect of Customer Brand Loyalty on Positive Word of Mouth Communication**

Word of mouth underlies idea of product information, the positive image of store and brand can flow from each customer to others [26]. WOMC is known as a distinguished approach of integrated marketing communication and has become particularly prevalent in marketing research and consumer science studies, eventually plays a major key towards constructing the attitudes and behaviors of customer. [9]. Recently, studies in consumer behavior and relationship
marketing have proposed that WOMC might be a reflection of direct intention with customer association [26]. With regards to comprehensive reason, the findings of previous customer studies suggest positive effect of customer brand loyalty on giving rise to positive WOMC [27], [28]. Scholars report that customers who share the same feeling with the company consider promoting the brand or products to others (in this case hypermarket) regularly and pay the brand compliments [29], [30]. Faithful customers are likely to support the company by highlighting the major traits of their products or services [31]. The positive effect of emotional commitment on WOMC is identified by the previous researchers [31], [32]. Therefore, the proposed hypothesis is:

H4. Customer brand loyalty positively influences positive word of mouth communication.

The quantitative method was applied to test the research hypotheses of customers’ perceptions of hypermarket brands through constructing a survey questionnaire. The survey questionnaires were disseminated to a handy sample of 400 Malaysian hypermarket customers in Malaysia. Using the convenience sampling technique, by obtaining units or people who are conveniently available, a total of 300 customers completed the survey with a response rate of 75 percent. Non-probability sampling can also be used by selecting the respondents on the basis of personal judgment or convenience [33], [34]. In most studies, researchers conducted non-probability sampling due to improper sampling’s frame and this method widely accepted in consumer science as well as marketing research [35].

C. Measurement

Five broadly accepted and applied scales were used to measure the constructs of interest in this study. For all questionnaires, a 7-point Likert-type agreement measure on a 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree) scale was considered. First, perceived service quality was measured through a short six-item scale adapted from [14], [36]. Second, perceived value was measured using an eight-item scale adapted from [9], [37], [38]. The third scale was for brand trust and utilized 6 items adapted from previous researchers [38], [39], [9]. The forth scale adapted items from [4], [9] measured customer brand loyalty and contained 7 items. Lastly, positive word-of-mouth communication was measured with 6 items from [9], [40], [14]. Table I shows each scale’s reliability and number of items.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Sample Profile

The participants were approximately equal numbers of men and women aged between 18 to 64 years, with an average age of 49. In terms of gender composition, 57.2 percent of respondents (n = 214) were male and 42.8 percent (n = 160) were female. In relation to the ethnic background, 40.6 (152) Malay followed by 28.9 (108) international; 14.2 (53) Malaysian Chinese; and 16.7 (61) were Indian Malaysian.

B. Descriptive Analysis of Reliability Test

The factors were coded and reliability test was conducted on the 35 items. The reliability test was analyzed and summarized accordingly. The measures of reliability showed that Cronbach’s Alpha range in value from 0 to 1, with values of 0.60 to 0.70 which can be considered as a reliable level [34]. Overall, the Cronbach’s Alpha is at 0.955, which is above minimum limit, demonstrating that the questionnaires are sufficient to support the study. If an item-total correlation is less than 0.3, it is prevented to delete that item, but the item will be reworded to improve the value. However, the Cronbach’s Alpha has the lowest (-0.111) correlated item-total correlation, therefore, both SQ1 and SQ4 were deleted from the scale “Alpha if item deleted” columns as the total reliability increases significantly to 0.831 (0.75≤σ≤0.9) which indicates a good internal consistency among the items. The Cronbach’s Alpha for overall scale for factor no. 2 (customer perceived service quality) is 0.717 An examination of all the 9 items indicates that the item PV3, has the lowest (-0.111) correlated item-total correlation. However, the total reliability would increase marginally to 0.759 if this item is removed from the scale the “Alpha if item deleted” columns. It is preventable to delete this item, but the item will be reworded to improve the value. However the Cronbach’s Alpha for overall scale for factor no. 3 (Brand trust) is 0.784 which has been measured by 6 items (0.75≤σ≤0.9) which represents the good internal consistency among the items. An examination of all the 6 items indicates
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that item BT2, has the lowest (0.281) correlated item-total correlations. If this item is removed from the scale the “Alpha if item deleted” column shows that the overall reliability would increase slightly to 0.798. In this case, removing of this item is believed to be unnecessary as the overall Cronbach’s Alpha, 0.784 still considers as a good internal consistency. The Cronbach’s Alpha for overall scale for factor no. 4 (Customer brand loyalty) is 0.813 which has been measured by 9 items (0.7≤σ≤0.9) which represents the good internal consistency among the items. An examination of all the 9 items indicates that the lowest correlated item-total correlations belong to CBL1 (0.072) and CBL2 (0.151). The overall reliability would increase marginally to 0.864 in case these CBL1 and CBL2 remove from the scale the “Alpha if item deleted” column. The overall Cronbach’s Alpha, 0.813 is still close to 1; hence, deleting the respective item is pointless. For factor no. 5 (word of mouth communication), provides that for all the 6 items, Cronbach’s alpha for overall scale is 0.749 (0.7≤σ≤0.9) which shows the good internal consistency among the items. Table I represents a reliability test of all variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
<th>Number of Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>0.748</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSQ</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
<td>0.759</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBL</td>
<td>0.864</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOMC</td>
<td>0.749</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Construct Validity

In order to discover the underlying factors associated with 33 items, Exploratory Factor analysis was conducted by using Principal Component Analysis. The construct validity adopted Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity. Meanwhile, to measure the sampling adequacy and analyze the level of connection among variables, Kaiser–Mayer–Olkin will be employed. Additionally, the suitability of factor analyses to the data also was computed by the Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin (KMO) test and Bartlett’s test. In this study the KMO value was 0.880 and Bartlett’s test was significant at the .000 level. However according to [41], [42], the items with low factor loading (<0.45) or high cross loading (>0.40) are suggested to be deleted.

D. Convergent Validity: Confirmatory Factor Analysis

To evaluate the performance of measurement model which has used in this study, a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) is used in the direction of evaluating the performance of measurement model in this study together through five constructs representing by AMOS 19.0 via maximum likelihood estimation. The SEM program AMOS was used throughout the study to conduct the analyses. In order to evaluate five model, this research assessing both measurement and structural model. According to [43, 44] the convergent validity will be achieved, while Average Variance Extracted (AVE) is greater than the cut-off point of 0.5, hence in this study average variance extracted for all constructs were examined (brand trust 0.57, customer perceived value, 0.52, customer perceived service quality 0.69 and finally positive word of mouth (WOM), 0.51) and they have exceeded from recommended cut-off-point level. Nevertheless this study used different types of goodness of fit indicators because one single statistical test is questionable [45]. Therefore, the evaluation of models for this study is based on multiple goodness-of-fit indicators. Table II summarizes the results of these tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II</th>
<th>SUMMARY OF CONFIRMATORY FACTOR ANALYSIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Factor</td>
<td>x²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>3.127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSQ</td>
<td>3.116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
<td>4.288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBL</td>
<td>2.376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOM</td>
<td>3.210</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E. Results of Structural Model

SEM is used to find the relationship among hypothesized constructs (H1 to H4). Goodness-of-fit demonstrates for this model were x² = 3.165, GFI = .945, CFI = .918, TLI=.928, and RMSEA = .053. Fig. 2 and Table III represented the results of the hypothesized structural model of the current study. However the model revealed that customer brand trust, customer perceived value and service quality have significant influence on customer brand loyalty and overall customer hypermarket brand loyalty has strong impact towards creating positive word of mouth. Especially, customer brand trust is more significant on customer brand loyalty with compare to service quality, since Root Mean Square of Error Approximation is 0.051 and the normed chi-square gives very good value of 1.282. As suggested by (Byrne, 2009), CFI, GFI, AGFI and TLI are larger than or equivalent to 0.90 respectively. Comparing to the result of customer perceived value (beta=62), customer perceived service quality is believed to be more significance in Malaysian hypermarkets. Alternatively, overall customer brand loyalty has better association with positive word of mouth generation (beta=0.73). Table III and Fig. 2 represents the result of structural models.

V. CONCLUSION AND LIMITATION OF THE STUDY

This study aims to build up a model which explains positive word of mouth communication throughout brand loyalty among Malaysian hypermarket customers. In spite of numerous investigation by researchers [46], [47] regarding brand loyalty, such investigation has not been carried out among Malaysian hypermarket’s customers, hence to fill up this gap this study focused to identify the antecedent of brand loyalty among Malaysian hypermarket customer in order to facilitate the process of positive word mouth communication. Consequently, this study by conducting an Exploratory Factor Analysis found that customer brand trust, perceived value and perceived service quality are the major players of brand loyalty antecedent. The result of this study contributes to the literature of consumer behavior and marketing by
hypothesizing the direct influence of brand trust, customer perceived value and service quality as a sign of customer brand loyalty, as well as a tortuous consequence in the generating positive word of mouth communication.

The result of the study revealed that all brand loyalty antecedents (Brand trust, customer perceived value and customer perceived service quality) have a significant outcome on customer brand loyalty, especially customer perceived service quality and overall customer brand loyalty, had a strong result in generating positive word of mouth communication. However, there are a number of limitations in this study, which in future research should not be overlooked. First and foremost, non-probability sampling was used in this study, which generalizability of the result cannot be made. The second study was a scare in the generation of positive word of mouth communication as an outcome of customer brand loyalty in Malaysian hypermarket context. There are some areas which in future can give more attention. First, as the perception level of male and female vary as a result the moderating role of gender will be worth to take into consideration. Second in this study probability sampling hasn’t used consequently it will be very useful to test the model by incorporating bigger sample size via a probability sampling method in order to generalized the finding.
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